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I read the paperback edition of the 1st harry potter book in french twice over the past 5 years. The

2nd time was recent and my reading french is now good enough that it took fire - I understood

enough that it was much more of a pleasure than a painful task. Your french has to be of a certain

level for this to work. I'd say intermediate-advanced. After quickly finishing the 1st paperback

edition, I decided to try the kindle edition of La Chambre de Secrets on my iPad (iOS6). The

purchase process is, I must admit, slightly confusing: you are directed to Pottermore to complete

your purchase then you can download to a target device - I choose Kindle device I think. The

process is not that difficult - simply a little different than the direct downloading. The absolutely

awesome thing is that once I downloaded Chambre de S. and tapped on a word I didn't know, an

amazing surprise - something like "dictionary unavailable - would you like to download it?" popped

up. (must note that my iPad is set-up with french as the language in system prefs. I don't know if this

was necessary or not) With a wifi connection, you can download for free the french-french dictionary

(french-french! NOT French-english). Also selecting an unknown word also gives you links to check

the word/phrase in wiki french or google.fr. Sometimes these are helpful - sometimes not. So IF

your knowledge of french is fairly advanced - or maybe very advanced, this can be a wonderful

experience for an adult. The books themselves are captivating. I find the vocabulary quite

challenging. Perhaps it really is 4th grade, but there is quite a bit of vocabulary I had not



experienced. I am currently plowing through le prisonnier d'azkaban (significantly longer) and

thoroughly enjoying that one as well.
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